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Abstract. Lucrarea de față este o continuare al unui articol semnat de autori, publicat în anul
2019 în acest anuar, și investigează din punct de vedere arheoastronomic trei așezări cunoscute,
anume Parța, Tărtăria și Turdaș. Noi simboluri și semne sunt studiate de pe tăblița rotundă de
la Tărtăria, tăblițele de la Parța și piesa rotundă de la Turdaș. Această cercetare indică existența
unei cunoașteri mai profunde din punct de vedere astronomic în civilizația Vinča, prin observarea cerului și înscripționarea amprentei formelor închipuite - "constelațiilor", precum și "folosirea" acestori simboluri în scopuri practice (ex. marcarea timpului).
Keywords: Arheoastronomie, cultura Vinča, simboluri, scoica Spondylus, tăblițele de la Tărtăria, constelații.

1. Introduction
Throughout 6000‒5000 BC agrarian societies on the territory of Romania
(Southeastern Europe) evolved durable cultural structures producing revolutionary
state-of-art technologies. Thousand of ancient artifacts emphasize the evidence of
ritual activities connected to the cyclic world of Neolithic life, and these Neolithic
objects indicate a strong symbolic representation as well as reflect a cohesive and
persistent ideological system1.
The southeastern Europe region has a particularly rich heritage of cultural symbolism. The visual motifs’ type is rock engravings, ornaments on pottery, architectural
forms etc. The cultural roots of symbolism in the regional Neolithic cultures are associated with the Mesolithic in the Danube valley.
Agrarian lifestyles in this region are made to increase the diversity of cultural
symbols and signs. The Danube river and its affluents allowed the formation of trade
relations for the exchange of goods and the exchange of ideas (i.e. related to similar
engraved figurines) that bring together the relevance of cultural symbolism common
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to all in this area2.
We mention that there are correlations between engraved objects found in a
sanctuary or near a household and ritual practices. As Shan M. M. WINN notified
about Danube civilization: the religious system remains the principal source of motivation for the use of signs3. Otherwise, the spirit world of the people belongs to the
Danube valley was influenced by a belief in the magical power of sacred symbols.
One of the most important Neolithic civilization was the Vinča one (dating back
around 8000 years) that spread across the territory of Bosnia, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, Montenegro, Macedonia, and Greece. Vinča was a peaceful society connecting
foraging and trade with low-level agriculture, and they produced the first known European examples of a "proto-script"4. Pictographic writing it is not a "script of its own
kind" but also an alleged sacred script5.
Vinča civilization were notably larger than any other coexisting European culture, and they worked with various styles of pottery. The people from Vinča had their
particular artistic fingermark, art. The archaeological sources show clearly that weaving
was an essential part of women’s lives, who were responsible for the manual craft.
Let us mention here that Marija GIMBUTAS considered in her publications the importance of the female forms in Neolithic cultures, which express the veneration of our
ancestors for the great natural life cycles: fertility-birth and death-resurrection6.
In the following, we present three settlements from today’s Romania; namely
Parța, Tărtăria, and Turdaș. The Parța settlement located on the right bank of the Timiș
River at Parța7, belongs to Banat culture and is related to Vinča culture. The settlement
is ditinguished by a special architecture and religious life. In the center of the settlement two Neolithic shrines were located, both with an east-west orientation. Parţa seems
to have been an important economic social and religious center, where several tablets
come from, as well as pots and other pieces with signs and symbols8.
The three discoid tablets discovered at Parța were incising with lines. The first
discoid tablet in Fig. 1a has some interesting signs. At first glance, they could mark
some arrangement, configuration, or connectivity9. In our view, it could be a representation of some birds. The image of a bird with spread wings depicted flying, interpreting
nature in motion would have attracted movement and direction. These motions describe
symbols such as wavy lines, spirals, whirls, or arrows. The birds inspire veneration
for their ability to pass among earth, air, and water. Ancient people could see birds
as spirits or messengers from the other world. Birds had roles in life cycle transitions.
2
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The same symbols were founding in Turdaș, engraved on a leg of a ritual table or pot
bottoms10. The discoid tablet 2. was recovering from the water on it (Fig. 1b) can observe three groups of signs which are frequent in the Danube script11.

Fig. 1. Parţa, three disc tablets with symbols.
Parța tablet 3 (Fig. 1c) is perforated and was probably wearing around the
neck. Such signs could render the house semantically12. Let us mention that some
similar signs can find on the spindle whorl from Bulgaria13.
In 1961, Nicolae VLASSA discovered three clay tablets at Tărtăria14 (Alba
region, Romania). Two tablets are rectangular, and one is round. The round tablet has
a small round hole at the superior part. It measures 6 cm in diameter and 2 cm in thickness. Signs are inscribed on the tablets only on one side. The tablets were found in a
ritual pit with some bones belonging to a Mediterrean type female (around 50 years
old), who in a cultic context could be a priestess, a revealed cultic woman15.

Fig. 2. The round tablet from Tărtăria (position upside down).
10
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The signs on the tablets and what they could mean it is a very complex subject.
They could belong to the Danubian culture, which describes an agrarian society in
central and eastern Europe16. The Tărtăria tablets provide evidence that the Danube
script was mainly a sacred system of writing used in magico-religious beliefs. Their
cryptic symbolism caused decades of controversy about their origin and overall significance.
Some persons think that the symbols are fragments of a system characterized
by the Old European Script. Few researchers suggested that the symbols may have been
used as marks of ownership or at magical-religious rituals. Other analysts denote that
the clay tablets were found near to the woman skeleton, and depict the life of the woman and the funeral, burial rituals. Several authors have linked the signs on the tablets
with the signs on the sky (constellations)17. In the following section, we will analyze
some symbols only on the round tablet (Fig. 2).
Our next explore is Turdaș, a village in Hunedoara County (Romania). The
archaeological site was a large Late Neolithic settlement of Turdaș culture, along the
course of the Mureș River.

Fig. 3. The inscribed black spindle, fifth millennium BC, Turdaș18;
a. conical side; b. straight side.
The main pottery categories are the fine one, the semi-fine, and the customary
one. The most interesting ornaments are made through painting in red, yellow, or white
color before firing the pottery, or black-bitumen after burning it. Some clay figurines
and a slate with marked signs on the bottom were discovered there19.
The inscribed black disc (9.4 cm in diameter, 3.9 cm in thickness, the perforation in the center is slightly conical) was found in the archaeological collection of
TORMA Zsófia, and was first published by ROSKA Márton in 194120. The author
points out 13 signs on each side (Fig. 3) and gives them analogies in the Blue Tablets
16
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of Mesopotamia. Inscriptions are on both facades (front and back) as well as along
sides (wavy, undulating lines). One side of the disc is convex and the other flat.

2. Studied symbols (arrow-hook and noose-ladder) from an astronomical point of view

The origins of the earliest constellations return to prehistory21. The constellations are a product of human imagination and observation, using them was much
easier to recognize and interpret some shapes and figures in the sky. The constellations
could be a way of preserving their traditions.
A 17000-year-old cave painting in Lascaux (Southern France) could depict
stars patterns such as Taurus, Orion's Belt and Pleiades22. It is common knowledge
that inscribed stones and clay writing tablets from Mesopotamia (3000 BC) present
the earliest widely recognized evidence that people noted constellations23.
Moreover, Mesopotamian constellations appeared later in many of the classical Greek constellations24.
Hence, we know from ancient records that the Greeks inherited their knowledge of the heavens primarily from the Mesopotamians, who inherited their knowledge
from the Sumerians25.
Nobody knows exactly the earliest reference to the constellations. We affirm
that the presence of Neolithic engravings connected with patterns of the stars suggest
that the ancient figures of the constellations were probably created by ancient peoples26.
Perhaps, religious, astronomical, and social duties were satisfied by ancient astronomical alignments27. Ancient calendars (set mainly by the observations of the Sun
and Moon) were important for agricultural societies, in which the harvest depended
on the right time seeding28.
The ancient people, observing the Sun and Moon’s apparent motion in the sky,
could determine the ecliptic using the constellations29.
Further, the beginning and end of seasons were very important to know for an
agricultural community in Neolithic. At mid-latitude are four seasons and four important crossing points between them: vernal and autumnal equinoxes, when the Sun
crosses the celestial equator from south to north or vice-versa, and summer and winter
solstices, when the path of the Sun in the sky is farthest north or farthest south in the
Northern Hemisphere30.
The right time of equinoxes and solstices had great importance for a Neolithic
21
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agricultural community31. The beginning and the ending of the agricultural year, which
corresponds with the vernal equinox and the autumnal equinox, were vital32.
Initially, centuries-old knowledge were passed on through oral and pictographic
traditions, until they realized that the beginnings of the seasons had shifted and the North
Pole star was not fixed either (ancient knowledge of precession of equinoxes33).

Fig. 4. a. Stars’ patterns in Aquarius, Capricornus, Sagittarius and Scorpius
constellations; b. Four symbols on Tărtăria round tablet (ladder, noose,
arrow, hook); c. Two symbols entgraved on the round piece from Turdaș
(noose, hook).
In the previous work34, by comparing the Spondylus shell from Mostonga (Serbia) with the round tablet from Tărtăria (Romania), we detected two similar symbols
(the house (Cancer) and the boat (Gemini)), which direct us to an astronomical interpretation (constellations) closely associated with the vernal point35.
In this paper, we compare two other similar symbols (the noose (Capricornus)
and the hook (Scorpius)) on the round tablet from Tărtăria and on the inscribed black
spindle from Turdaș (Fig. 4).
Additionally, a small detail from the Aquarius star pattern can be found on
Turdaș archaeological find (see Fig. 3a, number 4 to the left from a noose (3)).
Firstly, we consider that the round form in all the studied cases suggests the circular motion (i.e. wheel). In our opinion, the Sun cross symbol on the Tărtăria round
31
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tablet (Fig. 2) represents the wheel of the year, wheel of life, four elements etc.; the
horizontal line could stand for dividing line between the upper and the lower world or
between sky and earth etc.; the vertical line could depict left-right, eastern-western
parts, North-South etc.; the top left part we consider the Cancer and the Canis Minor
constellations36; the bottom left part we believe represented the Gemini constellation;
the top right part we suppose to be the Sagittarius and Scorpius constellations; the bottom right part seems to be the stellar patterns from Aquarius and Capricornus constellations37.

Fig. 5. a. Stars’ patterns around autumnal equinox38;
b. Conical side of the black spindle from Turdaș.
In the Neolithic period of the agrarian society from Tărtăria, the vernal equinox
was between Gemini and Cancer constellations, and the autumnal equinox was between Capricornus and Aquarius stars patterns. Ancients from Tărtăria inscribed their
knowledge on a round tablet marking the time position on the precessional cycle.
Secondly, in our view, the inscribed black spindle from Turdaș model the sky
around the vernal and the autumnal equinoxes (Fig. 5, 6).
On the conical side of the black spindle, around the autumnal hole – unseen
Sagittarius constellation – different lines are engraved (Fig. 5). These lines could illustrate star patterns around the Sagittarius constellation from Aquila, Capricornus,
Indus - Pavo, Ara, Lupus, Scorpius, Ophiucus – Serpens. We note that some bright
stars from Aquarius, Microscope, Scutum, Sagitta, Delphinus constellations could used
in addition, when the elaborator engraving the remaining smaller lines in stone.
The Scorpius39, Ophiucus40 and Capricornus signs’ shapes on the black spindle from Turdaș made us think of the astronomical experience. The ancient people
could see that the Sun rise at autumnal equinox from the Sagittarius constellation, and
36

We believe that the Gemini constellation is only alone in a quarter due to the brightest stars,
and in the other quarters are two constellations to show exactly the position.
37
Szücs-Csillik et alii, 2019a; Szücs-Csillik et alii, 2019b.
38
using Stellarium 0.19.1 free software.
39
Scorpius is a large constellation located in the southern hemisphere near the center of the Milky
Way, its bright stars form a pattern like a longshoreman’s hook.
40
Ophiucus is a large constellation, occupying an area of 948 square degrees in the sky.
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Gemini’s stars (Castor and Pollux) shines prominently in autumn night skies of the
Northern Hemisphere.
Hence, at the autumnal equinox the Sun was at midday in the Sagittarius constellation, and at midnight in the Gemini constellation high in the south. Vice versa, at
the vernal equinox the Sun was at noon in Gemini constellation, and at the middle of
the night in Sagittarius constellation high in the south.

Fig. 6. a. Stars’ patterns around vernal equinox41;
b. Straight side of the black spindle from Turdaș.
On the straight side of the black spindle, around the vernal hole – viewless
Gemini constellation – various lines are inscribed (Fig. 6). These lines could represent
star patterns around Gemini constellation from Orion, Auriga, Perseus, Ursa Major,
Leo, Cancer – Canis Minor – Hydra constellations. Some bright spot can be observed
near the Orion constellation from the Taurus (Aldebaran star, Pleiades, Hyades) and
the Canis Major (Sirius star) constellations. It should be pointed out that some bright
stars from Lynx, Camelopardalis, Leo Minor constellations could be selected besides
by elaborator.
We give some examples for the constellation’s area to understand why Orion
and Leo were considered: Orion is a prominent constellation located near the ecliptic
line and the galactic line (Milky Way), occupying an area of 594 square degrees on
the sky; Leo is one of the largest zodiac constellation42 occupying an area of 947 square
degrees. The brightness of the stars have a great significance too.
On the black spindle from Turdaș, between the two facades can be found a
wavy line, which could symbolize a separation line between day and night at vernal
and autumnal equinoxes, spring-summer and autumn-winter, up and down, high and
low, from above to below, Earth wobbling movement etc.
Generally known, that the Earth wobbles as it spins43. This wobble is called
41

using Stellarium 0.19.1 free software.
The signs of the Zodiac come from the constellations that lie along the ecliptic.
43
The non-uniform gravitational force of the Sun and the Moon causes the Earth’s wobble as
it spins around its axis, just like a spinning top that is almost falling off.
42
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precession44. Remarkable is that this wobble movement could be simulated by the black
spindle from Turdaș. Moreover, the ecliptic line and the equatorial line are continued
on both sides invisibly tied up or bound the spindle.
Further, the Sagittarius and the Gemini constellations are lying near the Milky
Way. For example, it must be so fascinating when at autumnal equinox after sunset
appeared the Aquila constellation with its bright star Altair on the west and Gemini
constellation with its bright stars Castor and Pollux on the east, and between them the
huge Milky Way as an arc from East to West.
The studied objects (the engraved Spondylus shell from Mostonga45, the round
tablet from Tărtăria, the black spindle from Turdaș, the tablets from Parța, and the astronomically orientated shrine46) point out that on these lands lived an ancient civilization with great thinkers47 from an astronomical point of view too.
From these facts, one may conclude that some Neolithic settlements, namely
Parța, Tărtăria, Turdaș, and Mostonga, had not just social-trading contacts but sacralcelestial connections as well. Great minds preserved their astronomical knowledge
using the considered inscribed amulets at religious rites. In summary, the archaeoastronomical studies can give us a comprehensive view that we require in archaeology
and astronomy too.

3. Loom weight, fishing net weight, spindle whorls, or "celestial
globe" cultic disc?
What was the spindle used for? Did it function as a loom or a fishing net
weight? Not any of these, because the black spindle loom from Turdaș was made from
sandstone, and after engraving, it was coated with natural shellac. Being made of sandstone, the signs were covered so as not to be damaged. We wish to point out that pieces
of this kind were all made of clay. Thus, it was made from a special material and it was
protected by a layer of shellac. Therefore, in our opinion it could not use as a weight
for a loom, or fishing net, it was a unique piece due to the material from which it was
made and due to the inscribed message.
Could it be a spindle? As we know it, the spindle is a disc-shaped piece made of
burnt clay, bone or stone placed at the bottom of the spindle to ensure a regular rotation.
They can have a higher or lower weight depending on the thickness of the raw material
(i.e. wool, linen, hemp etc.). Loom weights and spindle whorls were both useful and
sacred since weaving was thought to be a gift from the goddess. Just imagine how
unique was a sacred spindle made of precious material that has been inherited for
generations.
The form of the black piece from Turdaș makes us think of spindel whorl, but
it seems to us that it was a special cultic disc via carved signs. The shape and function
44

A precessional cycle is approximately 26000 years (i.e. precession changes the North Star
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to pave the way to the future.
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of a spindle illustrate very best the rotating world. The spindle’s axle denotes the polar axis, while the whorl represents the circle of the celestial equator. The spindle’s
axle could symbolize the world-axis48 stretching between the mythical center of the
world and the pole of the sky or the zenith49.
Would it follow that the black piece from Turdaș is a kind of "celestial globe"
cultic disc? We can tell that this artifact is a spindle, and due to the engraved facades
with constellation-lines as a model of spring and autumn night sky, we declare it is a
"celestial globe" cultic disc. Let mention here a spindle whorl from Bulgaria, denamed
the Copper Age "Celestial Globe" of Slatino, dating from the 5th millennium BC. It is
between the first examples for a presentation of constellations inscribed on a whorl, connected with the conception of a spinning sky around the spindle of the world-axis50.
Comparing the black spindle from Turdaș with this spindle whorl from Bulgaria we
found three similar symbols (see Fig. 6b - 1, 2, 3). Moreover, similar symbols from the
three-disc from Parța could be detected on another spindel whorl51. These similarities
point out our research.
What was the role of the black
spindle from Turdaș? Functional studies
of spindle whorls that have been undertaken apply the mass, the radius, and the
height of the spindle whorl52. Our spindle has a conical part and the big hole
inside the spindle is not cylindrical.
Could it be utilized as a toy spinning
top or for fortune-teller? Surely not, because it was a special artifact. From our
point of view, it functioned as part of
a magico-religious ritual. A wise man
from the community, who understood
the signs on the black spindle, rotated
the spindle within the framework of ritual practice (Fig. 7). On which sign
(constellation) fell on the shadow of
the spindle’s axle indicated where
should be looked on the sky for guidFig. 7. The black cultic disc from Turdaș ance. For the ritual maker, the annual
or daily movement of a constellation
with the spindle’s axle.
could give a temporal or affirmative

48
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answer53.
For comparison, in mythology, Ananke54 is the personification of inevitability, compulsion, and necessity, and she is illustrated as holding a spindle. The three
Moirai were the incarnation of destiny: Clotho (rotated the thread of life with her spindle), Lachesis (measured the thread of life allocated to each person with her measuring
rod), and Atropos (was the cutter of the thread of life). They were the daughters of Zeus
and Themis who spun the thread of life, determined its course, and cut it when its end
was due55. In English, the distaff side indicates relatives through relatives through
one's mother and thereby denotes a woman's role in the household economy. In Scandinavia, the stars of Orion’s belt are known as Friggjar rock (Frigg’s distaff)56.
Ralf MERRIFIELD emphasized that both magic and religion contain rituals:
“'Religion' is used to indicate the belief in supernatural or spiritual beings; 'magic', the
use of practices intended to bring occult forces under control and so to influence events;
'ritual', prescribed or customary behavior that may be religious, if it is intended to placate or win the favor of supernatural beings, magical if it is intended to operate through
impersonal forces of sympathy or by controlling supernatural beings, or social if its
purpose is to reinforce a social organization or facilitate social intercourse”57.

4. Conclusions
Through observations repeated and marked every clear night over time, some
people from the Neolithic from Banat culture, Vinča and Turdaș areas drew conclusions
about the movement of the sky. Their conclusion was inscribed on the round amulets.
The message highlights the astronomical knowledge, which they deduced from their
observations.
Comparing the studied symbols from the round tablet from Tărtăria with the
symbols engraved on the black cultic disc from Turdaș we found two similar symbols
(hook and noose), namely the star groups from Capricornus and Scorpius constellations.
Around 5500 BC these constellations are near to the autumnal point, which marks the
beginning of autumn when the Sun crosses the equator going south.
We identified at the Tărtăria round tablet some stars groups around the vernal
point, namely the constellations: Gemini (boat), Cancer (house), Canis Minor58, and
around the autumnal point the stars groups from the following constellations: Aquarius
(ladder), Capricornus (hook), Sagittarius (arrow), Scorpius (noose).
Moreover, this research is a premier in the archaeoastronomical multidisciplinarity approach analysis of the black spindle stone from Turdaș. We detected on
53

i.e. temporal: “When will it rain?” – the shadow cross Capricornus constellation – when the
Sun or Moon or a particular planet enter in this constellation; affirmative: “Will it rain?” – the
shadow encounter Canis Major constellation – Yes, when after sunset Sirius star appear on the
sky.
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this Neolithic conical spindle whorl star groups near the vernal point (Orion, Auriga,
Taurus, Perseus, Ursa Major, Leo, Cancer, Canis Major, Canis Minor - Hydra) and
near the autumnal point (Aquila, Capricornus, Indus - Pavo, Ara, Lupus, Scorpius,
Ophiuchus - Serpens). It should be noted that these two important seasons beginning
marks (vernal and autumnal points) are represented by the middle hole on both sides
of the spindle59. In addition to this, some similar signs were found on the Copper Age
"Celestial Globe" of Slatino (Bulgaria) dating from the 5th millennium BC.
We conclud that the black cultic disc from Turdaș could be used as a very special magico-religious piece for some prediction practices, rituals, intended to cause a
supernatural being to produce or prevent a specific result.
The messages of the Spondylus shell from Mostonga, the round tablet from
Tărtăria, and the black cultic disc from Turdaș are great because they represent the
first evidence that a Neolithic culture, namely the Old Danubian civilization knew
about the "small shift" at the beginning of the seasons, more exactly, they found out
that some constellations on ecliptic line can be used to mark a given period.
From our point of view, special round amulets were used to show the current
Neolithic period on the world’s time axis. Therefore, the Spondylus shell from Mostonga, the round tablet from Tărtăria, the black cultic disc from Turdaș demonstrates
that Neolithic Age Europeans had been familiar with the motions of the sky. Observing
and using (i.e. drawing) the constellations, they could more easily observe and use the
motions of the sky over time.
We can conclude that these signs and symbols, treated in this article and the
previous one, suggest that the common patterns of the stars, the constellations (described as the magical codes of nature, magic rune) used in magical-religious rituals
have turned over time into simple signs of proto-writing (i.e. Danube script, runic writing etc.). The constellation-lines motif has designs presumed to be of magical significance. These signs could easily be reproduced by ancient people. On many archaeological findings from the Vinča civilization can be found such symbols. Perhaps these
symbols may have lost their meaning in time, and become simply a decorative pattern.
But the significance of these symbols increases as symbolic letters or abbreviated words,
which could evolve from the lines used to draw the constellations in proto-writing.
We have reason to believe, such as Eahr Amelia JOAN had communicated in
2018, that: “The possibility of a sacred script challenges the view that the Sumerians
invented script 2000 years later. While the later Sumerian script was used to document
commercial-administrative activities, the Balkan script was for ritual purposes rather
than commercial inventory and legal documents”60.
The thought-provoking idea gives the research made by Sarah NELSON and
her team in Neolithic Asia, that parallels exist between the spread of agriculture and
dispersal patterns of Neolithic technologies such as textile production and the spread
of the language61. Finally, astronomy is the oldest science, and its history better recog59

i.e. the Gemini and Sagittarius constellations were depicted by the middle hole.
Joan, 2018.
61
Nelson et alii, 2020.
60
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nizes our insignificant status in an ancient universe.
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